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Who we are

Corptec collaborates with businesses to use technology to 

manage and transform their operations. Our mission is to 

unlock human potential via technology for an inclusive and 

sustainable future, serves as its compass each day.

We focus to deliver the best end-to-end information technology 

solutions with a diverse workforce constituting multi-domain IT 

expertise, a dominant presence in locations throughout Austral-

ia and New Zealand, and a worldwide presence in India, 

Turkey, and the US. 
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technical senses in mind

We take pride in scaling rapidly to deliver, yet are small enough to really care, for both our clients 
and our team. Our reputation for excellence and delivery is a direct reflection of our people. It is 
our ongoing objective to win our clients' trust as we work to carve out a place for ourselves at the 
forefront
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Technical Workforce Custom Development Technology Consulting Test Automation

Technical Workforce

Engagement Options

Why Choose Us

What We Offer

Fully Remote

Hire Top-tier talent with 

high flexibility without 

location being a factor

Contract/Permanent

Add on temporary 

contracted employees as 

your project go, convert to 

permenant when needed 

  

Leverage our incubation 

team as your reserve 

bench, pull people to join 

any project or sprint at 

any time you need  

Team Incubation

Need a bit extra? We 

work with you to discuss 

your goals and needs, 

and will configure a 

solution for your system 

to meet those need

Hybrid Option

With the world of work changing, organizations need the best people on their side. We work with 

you to attract, engage, and retain the talent needed to win in this rapidly changing talent market-

place. Whether you are looking for IT executives, senior managers or junior-level staff, we have 

an experienced and expertised resource bank to match you with the perfect candidate

Agile Recruiting: We have incorporated agility into our recruitment process, this enables 

us to shorten our hiring cycle and always stay ahead of the curve

Legal Compliance: Our deep relationships are blended with proven legal protection to help 

our client by maintaining intense confidentiality about your business requirements and data security

Competitive Rates: Leveraging on its proven onshore and offshore models and a diverse  

workforce, Corptec offers a high-value and cost-effective partnering option to its clients. 

Data-based Insights: Corptec facilitates psychometric, fact-based, assessment insights 

and has the ability to evidentially measure potential 
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120+ employees have defined, contributed 

and lived by our company value for more 

than 3 years now. We recognise and respect 

every employee in our company and embed 

it in every aspect of our culture

60% lower cost per talent acquisition with 

our inclusive culture, job market bench-

marking and negotiation skills of 

consultants

75% reduction in hiring time with our robust 

and agile recruitment process, we have an 

assessed and updated floating resource 

bank of more than 600 technical candidates

30+ happy clients appreciate our higher 

client engagement with dedicated account 

managers, regular feedback, and seamless 

communication during the hiring process
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Technology Consulting

Atlassian Consulting: 

 

  

Salesforce Consulting:
 

 

HubSpot Consulting:

 

 

Our alliances with top technology partners like Atlassian, Salesforce, HubSpot, Microsoft and HCL Soft-

ware, boost our services and business solutions. Together  with alliance partners, Corptec provides busi-

ness solutions to our clients' technological and business issues. As we build tools and techniques to 

hasten the effective deployment of solutions while lowering risk, we also address unique customer 

Faster Time-to-Value

Savings on Licensing Cost

Improved Efficiency

Persistent Support

Our consultants have been using and advising on Atlassian product 

suites for over a decade. We are passionate, experienced, and 

certified to deliver solutions and services that help organizations get 

more out of Atlassian products at an apex pace. We specialize in Jira 

Service Management, Cloud Migration, and the implementation of 

the SAFe Agile framework with Jira

Minimise adoption time, enhance efficiency, and reduce go-to-market 

time with our customized Salesforce implementations, Salesforce 

consulting, third-party integrations, custom development, and 

training. We have deep expertise spanning the entire Salesforce 

platform, including Sales Cloud, Service Cloud, Marketing Cloud, and 

more

Using the HubSpot platform, we provide solutions to increase your level 

of Marketing automation as well as deliver strategic consultancy across 

sales, service, and business operations - and we do it all whilst trying to 

strike a balance between professionalism and being human

demands
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Case Studies & Testimonials
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SAFe Implementation Using JIRA & BigPicture - DJCS

The Department of Justice & Community Safety was struggling 

to implement a coherent SAFe issue hierarchy within their 

NextGen Jira. This caused confusion across teams and severely 

hindered reporting capabilities. Corptec addressed this by 

delivering a clear SAFe issue hierarchy, with distinctions on 

Business vs Enabler issue types. Additionally, Corptec provided 

numerous metrics to aid with reporting utilizing the capabilities 

of Jira & BigPicture

WebSphere Solution Architect - TheJustGroup

We supported our client in finding an architect for IBM 

WebSphere solutions to oversee their digital transformation. The 

candidate pool for this search was limited because of the special-

ized competence needed for the position. Our consultants 

conducted research, compiled a list of 25+ experienced 

applicants in the WebSphere area, and shortlisted profiles who 

had prior experience managing transformation projects. Due to 

the talent pool, we had created, the client had the ability to 

choose the profiles that not only exactly matched their require-

ments but also hire senior candidates to facilitate their transfor-

mation in a niche technology space

"We engaged Biret and the team at Corptec for their 

knowledge of the JIRA/Atlassian product. The service 

and support we received had no limits. The project 

team worked cohesively to achieve a product that 

suited the business, considered Atlassian best practice 

and was aesthetically pleasing. We look forward to 

working with the team again. "

"Nothing was too hard for the team. Their ability to 

explain items at both a technical and basic level was 

perfect for our team. Our CRM set up wouldn't have 

been nearly as simple if it wasn't for their help. "

What Our CLIENTS SAY About Us
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